
Sequences 

A se..q.9 l-OC e is a set of numbers, separated by Corn 00 fl$with a definite order. 

You are familiar with many sequences, such as: 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ... (N - natural numbers) 
1, 4, 9, 16, 25, ... (sequence of perfect squares) 

A sequence that has a last term is called~ S~u...tilce.A sequence with no last term, but 
continues on indefinitely is called an \@~uefR.we use three dots ( ... )to indicate the sequence 

v 
goes forever. 

Each number in the sequence is called a..\:t.rm. We use the following symbols to represent terms: 

fp ti' f3 •• J n -b \-=-.-~\rs-\- +ex-m -bJ. = S,il..Ot'),d 4erm .\:.t'\-=- n 1-h. ~ 

Using the sequence of perfect squares, we could write: t1 = 1, ti= 4, t3 = 9, t 4 = 16, ... 

However, it also could be written as: t1 = I2, ti = 22
, t3 = 32

, t4 = 42 
,.... t f\-:::::: n1 

Notice how the subscripts of the f's are actually used in the calculation of each term. We do this so that 
we can generate a formula to find any term in the sequence. We call this formula the Bene.ca. l lervvl 

For our example, the general term is kA ~n.).. . (Trial and error is used to see the pattern) 

Ex.1 Given the general term tn = 4n- 2 , find the first three terms and the 12th term. 
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Ex. 2 Find the general term of the following sequences 
4-um1F ~ I 2 3 4-

a) 4, 7, 1003, ... 
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